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SSG LANNY ANGUS OWENS

7-57TH MEDICAL DETACHMENT
APO NEW YORK 09281

5 February 1978

SUBJECT: Communication

Director

Center for UFO Studies
92*1- Chicago Avenue
ATTN: Doctor.J. Allen Hynek
Evanston, Illinois 60202

Doctor Hynek,

First I would like to introduce myself. I am
Staff Sergeant Lanny A. Owens, United States Army,
35 years of age, and have been in the service for a
combined period of sixteen years. My purpose in writing
this letter is as stated in the subject, communication.

I have read your book "The UFO Experience, A Scientific
Inquiry" and must say that I enjoyed it completely. I
have numerous books on that subject by authors such as
John Keel, Brad Steiger, Eric Von Dinaken, Charles Berlitz,
George Leonard, and Paris Flammonde, to name a few I have
read. From all of these authors I chose to write you
because of your previous experience, with the military,
and professional reputation. Unfortunately I can not
report an "encounter of the third kind", but I do have
a few of the first kind I wish to relate. The first
encounter was during active duty withthevArmy Reserve at
Fort Stewart, Georgia. The year was<T9£5> during that
summer. My .reserve unit was in the fTe±d"7 simulated
combat, and we were viewing an old, even then, science
fiction movie. The .electricity needed to show this film
came from a large generator, fueled by gasoline, and
powered'by a combustion engine. During that evening there
had been numerous helicopter activity, these craft were
using large search lights doing what ever it is they do
when training.. To get on with the story, as we all observed
the movie we noticed a very bright glow. Thisjglow was
coming in at tree top level about 100 yards away. The
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strange thing that was noticed by aU of us was the
ab^en^e of sound. No chopper blades clacking away.
Ther* were approximately twenty of us watching the
movie and our attention was being greatly averted by
this new arrival. As the glow came closer the group
became apprehensive due to the lack of sound and all of
us diverted our attention to the object. As#the glowing
light passed directly over us, it was approximately 30
feet or more in diameter and appeared circular, all
power went off. At the time I was monitoring a military
band radio, from my jeep, while watching the movie.
The radio went dead. As the object continued to go on
its wav we all ran to a nearby secondary road to observe
the plowing light cross over the hardtop to the opposite
side As it di'd so you could see the glow from the object
cross the road also, as it shined on the ground. he
object continued to go on its way and began to move at
a much faster rate, toward an Artillery site where
additional training had been going on earlier that
evening. As the object became.. smaller, due to its
departure, someone had the presence of mind to flash a
liFht in its direction. When the light flashed the .
obiect stopped. It was some distance away, considering
how big it had appeared as it passed over The group
eot itself together and we produced about 11 flashlights.
U?on getting Ourselves syncronized we flashed these lights
toward the object. It responded with the ^^f^t
flashes. We continued this process until the object muot
have lost interest and went in what appeared to be a
straight up zoom. It was quickly out of sight. Ih.erewere no fu?her observance of.strange objects *Jat evenin6.
After getting my radio back into operation I called andrfported thegsighting. Iwas instructed to keep radio
control informed and that they woula get back with me

r Since we were all very interested and ^Patient
we couldn't wait to be called. So.we called Thera o
operator on the other end made a kind of chuckle, statin*
that he had called Hunter Army Air Field. The people at
Hunter were suppose to have sent up aweather ^llon.
That was the only explanation ever given. I £j°w ™^Q
ispn't a vpry spectacular sighting and that there is n°
if L this late date, of confirming it. I simply wanted
Prelate it to someone else.. Ihad previously notified
NICAP some years back, but all I received was a form letter
as reply! The next encounter of the first kind were lights
and tney were observed last year (1977). My wife and I,
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on some warm clear summer nights, find ourselves an
openfield and take our binoculars to observe meteors.
We usually keep a log of the date/time and from what
direction the meteors fell. On one such night we
observed a bright light, about the size of a bright
star, going from west to east. At first I thought it
to be a satellite but the object came to an abrupt
stop. I brought this to my wifes' attention. We
both looked at the object through our glasses. It was
still just a large bright light, however it was now doing
the floating leaf motion. Then it simply winked out.
In about thirty minutes it winked back on in approximately
the same position. I had a large flash light and blinked
it at the object, with no effect. It again winked out.
In twenty minutes, approximately, it returned in about
the same position. It again did not respond to my
light flashes and again winked out never to appear
again. I have seen lights of this nature before, quite
a few in Vietnam.

I hope this letter was of interest to you. I
simply felt I should write. I appreciate all that
you are doing and want you to know that I feel sure
there are many people, as myself, whom try to stay with
an open mind and accept certain unknowns with an
inquisitive nature. Hopefully someday, in the near
future, there will be a close incounter of the third kind,
as was presented in the movie. The only wish I have is
that I will be there.

Keep up the good work.

Sincerely,
A Believer and Friend,

__

Addres

757th Medical Detachment
APO New York 09281




